
March 25, 2004 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
It is with great pleasure that I write a letter of reference for Restaurant Manager™. 
 
Since 1990 we have had Restaurant Manager at Alario’s Pizzeria located right near the 
University of Maryland in College Park.  With its proximity to a college campus our 
establishment is high volume with a high turn around rate, thereby needing a reliable and 
stable POS system.  Restaurant Manager provides us with flexibility and ease of use 
unmatched by competitors in the POS industry.  The inventory control and scheduling 
programs offered by Restaurant Manager are great management tools that save a good deal 
of time and improve efficiency.  We easily save an hour to an hour and a half a day using 
automated scheduling as opposed to the manual scheduling we had done before, building 
our own staff schedules is a tremendous asset. 
 
Restaurant Manager’s delivery interface has been extremely important to the delivery side of 
our pizzeria.  The many features and enhancements included in this interface have 
improved the efficiency of the order taking process and the speed at which deliveries are 
made.  The caller ID information retrieval has been a great marketing tool for tracking our 
customers.  The layout and design of the system makes it easy to use, all of our employees 
enjoy using the system and take advantage of all it has to offer.   
 
Restaurant Manager is a stable, flexible, easy to use POS system that is ideal for restaurants 
and pizzerias alike.  I would recommend it to any restaurateur looking for a great 
management and marketing tool that saves time and improves efficiency.  I have been so 
pleased with the product and service ASI provides that I even recommended it to my 
brother-in-law who owns a local bar in the area.  He too has been extremely pleased with 
Restaurant Manager and has benefited from the many features and versatility it has 
provided.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Alan Wanuck 
Owner 
Alario’s Pizzeria 


